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PRINCIPLE OF DETECTION

14 15
The N/ N ratio of nitrogen gas generated from a sample can be

determined by mass spectrometry or emission spectrometry.

14 15
The N and N atoms in nitrogen gas are paired to form molecules

N- N, N- N and N- N, which can be written as N , N and N .

Both mass and emission spectrometric methods provide output signals which are

proportional to the number of these three types of molecules.

In any nitrogen gas mixture, the atom % N abundance (a) can be derived

from the following equation:

2 \

S2\ • 2\ * 3\j
which represents the ratio of the nitrogen 15-atoms to the total number of

nitrogen atoms expressed in percentage.

The % N abundance (a) of a sample can be calculated by inserting the
28 29 30

output signals for N , N and N molecules as measured by
mass or emission spectrometers into the above equation. If equilibrium exist

28 29 30 28 30 29
between the N , N and N molecules according to N + K * 2 N it

becomes unnecessary to measure the output signals of all the three nitrogen

molecules; only the N and N signals need to be measured.

The atom % N abundance (a) can then be calculated from the following

equat ion:

atom % N abundance = —— r~ (2)
2R + 1
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? R 29
where R is the ratio of the intensities of N and N signals:

R =

I <29N,

(3)

PRINCIPLE OP MASS SPECTROMETRY

A mass spectrometer designed for gas analyses essentially comprises five

units (Fig. 1).
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FIG. 1. Block diagram of a mass spectrometer.

1) An inlet system for the introduction of nitrogen gas, or a connection to

an automatic nitrogen analyser,

2) An ion source, where the nitrogen molecules are bombarded with electrons,

become charged and accelerated,

3) A magnetic field in which the charged molecules are separated into

different paths according to their momentum.

4) A collector placed at the end of the flight tube, where the molecules are

discharged, and the discharge currents are amplified,
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5) A recorder, which register the amplified discharge currents.

The heights of the peaks are proportional to the amounts of the three N

molecules in the gas mixture.

Although the principle of mass-spectrometry is simple, the practice is

rather complicated. The whole system must be maintained under high vacuum
—11 —12

(10 -10 torr) and the electronic components must be highly stabilized.

The sample size depends mainly on the volume of the inlet system and of

the sample container. Therefore the range can vary between approximately

50 (jg to 2 mg nitrogen/sample. The precision is very high and + 0.00001 %

can be detected. Various types of mass spectrometer are available. Lists of

some suppliers can be obtained from the authros.

PRINCIPLE OF EMISSION S?ECTROMETRY

In emission spectrometry an external energy source is used to bring the

nitrogen molecules to an exited state. The nitrogen molecules can incorporate

extra energy in five ways, but only the following three are of interest for

emission spectrometry:

1. raising one or more electrons to a higher orbital as in the case of atoms.

2. increasing vibration (oscillation) of the two atoms along the internuclear

axis and

3. increasing the rotation of the molecule around an axis passing through the

centre of gravity perpendicular to the nuclear axis.

When the exited molecules return to the ground state, the energy difference

is emitted as electromagnetic radiation of distinct wavelenghts. Eventhough
2 8

the differences in wavelenghts of the light emitted by the excited N ,
29 30 28 29

N and N molecules are very small (297.7 nm for N , 298.3 nm for-- N
30

and 298.9 nm for N ) it can be resolved by a monochromator and the light

intensities measured.

An emission spectrometer for N ratio analyses consists of several

units, shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of an emission spectrometer.

These units are:

Microwave (or high frequency) power generator for the excitation of the

nitrogen gas in the sample tube,

An excitation stand which consists either of an antenna or a cavity in

which the sample tube can be fixed for the transfer of energy from the

generator to the nitrogen gas,

A monocbromator to resolve the light of different wavelenghts,

A photomultiplier and an amplifier for the conversion of the light quanta

to electrical signals,

A recorder or digital integrator with a printer, to convert the electrical

signals into readable records.

An emission spectrometer is much simpler than a mass spectrometer. High

vacuum is not needed and the instrument can be installed, maintained and

operated by any experienced analyst.

The sample size for an emission spectrometer analyser depends mainly on

the volume and on preparation method of the discharge tube. It can vary from

0.2 yg N to 20 \ig N.

The precision is lower than for a mass spectrometer. The older types can

only measure + 0.01 % whereas the modern types have + 0.0&5 i accuracy. The

range is usually between ~ 0.45 % - 80 % or 0.365 % to 80 %, for old or new

types of emission spectrometers, respectively.
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Toble 1 : Comporison of t5N onalyticol methods.

Instrument
and

method

Material
which con
be used
for analyses

Lowest
amount of N
required for
the analysis

Lowest
at. %1 5N
which con be
measured

Rel. standard
deviation

Total time
for analyses
in min.

Time for
measurement
only, in min.

Time for
sample -
preparation
in min.

Cost of
equipment
in US %

Emission :

"old" type
1)

spectrometer
"new" type =

N0l-6e 2)

Mass
«Wi an

Wat •yrtam

Only kjeldohl extracts
(NHJ1"- salts)

2 ug (0.2)

0.55 (0.45)

~± 2-3%

30 - 40

10 ug

Neor to
natural

abundance
0.36

~±0 .6 -1%

2

50 ug

spectrometer
In connection wtth on
automatic nftrooan
onatyzv ANA

Any type of
material

(dry combustion)

50 ug

Even depleted -
less than 0,36

±0.02%

1 0 - 3 0

+ 5 for Kjeldahl

5

25 - 35

2

0

10 - 30

0

+ 5 for prep, of Kjeldohl extr.

~ 35.000 45.000-
~50.000

120.000-

~200.000

±0.2%

6

4

2
(for weighing)

~ 130.000

1) Only sealed discharge tubes can be used for measurements.
2) No preparation of discharge tubes is needed; the instrument

has a flow through discharge tube; N2 gas is generated from
Kjeldahl extract and Sodiumhypobromide solution.


